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Abstract: Freeway merge areas are recognized as the most common segment of recurrent
freeyay cong_estion where two separate traffic streams join to merge a single stream. Over the
years, several studies have attem-pted to explain and analyze a mErse caiacitv ohenomenon.
however relatively few analytical'techniquel have been ddveloped td evafuate"th'e traffic flow
in these areas. This study described a new explanation for the definition of merqe capacitv.
representing the varied nature of the merging phenomenon and the effects of me-rsins' rarno
flow. The^ gap ac-ceptance thlgry was used foi ihis representation and Erlang distrib-utiEn wds
selected for the definition of time headway distributi<ins. As a result, this stuty has developed
a model that could reflect the capacity irirmediately downstream of the rami influence drea
based on the shoulder lane volume and the critical-gap and has also discussid the effects of
ramp flow and the properties of capacity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Freeways are originally conceived and designed to provide continuous. free-flow. hish-soeed
movement of trafrc on limited-access fac'ilities. A freeway is senerallv perceive"d d the
highest highway facility with full control of access and two'or m'ore lan6s lor the exclusive
use of traffic in each'direction and the only type of hishwav facilitv that orovides comoletelv
"unintemrpted" flow. ,{lthgugfr they -are origiirally deligneit for uriintemipted flow. with th'e
contlnuous lncrease ot trattlc demand, several locations on lieewav svstem became consested.
Among these locations, merge areas are recognized as the most coffion segment of reiurrent
heeway congestion where two separate traflic streams ioin to merqe a s'inele stream. The
turbulence of merging movemenis in traffic stream affects the tiaffic cfi'aracteristics of
tieeway and ramp within an influbnce area. As noted in US Hishwav Caoacitv Manual
(HCM) of 2000, this influence area extends to a distance of 450 met6rs initudiis acceleration
lane at the downstream of an on-ramp (TRB,.2000). Such turbulence in traffic flow including
numerous speed and lane changes may result in bre-akdowns and congestion.

Over the years, several studies have attempted to explain and analyze traffic characteristics
and operatlons at merge areas,_however relatively few analyticil techniques have been
developed to evaluate tlie traffic flow in such areas. One of the widetv used a6nroaches is US
HCM, which is an empirical method developed usins field observafions. Tliii methodolosv
has three major steps: (l) determination of the floi enterine lanes I and 2 immediateJi
upstrealn of the merge influence area, (2) determination of the c-apacity value and comoarisoil
with existing demand flows, and (3) determination of the densitv within the ramo inhuence
area and the level of service based on this variable (TRB, 2000): It does not take' any direct
relationship between a ramp and a freeway mainline flows info consiaeration, ito.igfitii
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relationshio stronslv affects the merse caoacitv within these areas. Furthermore. the caoacitv
values for'merge'areas assume to f,avehxed values, where only free-flow sieed arid thi:
number of lanes in one direction are taken into account disregarding any influences of ramp
flow.

Another aooroach is the sao acceDtance theorv. which was based on mathematical and
theoretical'rirethods that haidmainli been studied during the 1960s. In comparison to HCM
methodolosv. the sao acceDtance model can be constructed on the relationships between the
ramp and ifie shoulder hnd flows that can reflect the influences caused by thE ramp flow. It
alsomakes it possible to take the critical gap for road conditions and the headway distribution
for traffic cohditions into account. Ho-w6ver, due to the complexity of th,! model and
difficulties in validation, it has not been widely used despite its detailed reflection of traffic
and road characteristics.

In the 1960s, Drew e/ a/. developed theoretical models and parameters for freeway merging
process and established a statistidal relationship between the percent gap acceptance and gap
Size (Drew et a1..1967). This relationship was applied to single and. multiple^entry. merge
areas. Drew et al., then, presented a new approach to determine merging capacity using gap
acceDtance behavior of the drivers and applied this approach to freeway design and control
such as ramp metering systems. The inflridnce of on-ramp design characterislics, such as the
acceleration'lane lenflth. convergence angle and the shipe ofacceleration lane, were _also-
taken into considerati6n and werE applied-to freeway control as the gap acceptance mode of
r4mp metering. However, this methtidology made us'e of a single Erlang parzrmeter (K=l) for
the negative Exponential distribution thaf represents the ranilom arrivals and low volume
range.'in addition, the authors did not any dttempt to explain the influences on the merge
capEcity (Drew eI a/.. 1968).

In 1993. Makieami and Iizuka applied a probabilistic calculation technique for the analysis
and the evaluaiion of weavinq triffic stream, where weaving maneuvers were considered as

mersing maneuvers into the t-raffic stream (Makigami and I-izuka, 1993). Kita, on the other
nantr ilbdeled sao acceotance behavior in merging as a binary choice of "accept" and
"reiect." In this inodel, tlie effects of the length oT aiceleration ldne and variation oT driver
behavior are described in terms of time (Kita, 1993).

Recentlv. some researchers DroDosed that at ramp merge iunctions, breakdown might occur at
flows lower than the maximum'observed, or capicity flows. Furthermore, it was observed that
at the same site and for the same rarnp and freewhy flows. brEakdown might or might not
occur. After visual examination of traffic operations 

-at 
sites whdre breakdown occlrred. they

observed that immediately before breakdown. large ramp-vehicle clusters entered the freeway
stream and disruoted traffic operations. It was C-oncluded that breakdown is a probabilistic
rather than deteiministic eveirt and was a function of ramp-vehicle cluster occurrence.
Subseouentlv. a probabilistic model for describing the process of breakdown at ramp-freeway
iunctiohs wdC ex'amined. The model save the pro6-abilify that breakdown would occur at given
iamp and freeway flows and was bised on r-amp-vehi6le cluster occulrence (Elefteriadou et

al.,1995).

In addition, the need for enhancing capacity definition in a way that it embedded the
nioUrUltistic nature of the freewai breakdown Drocess was proposed by Lorenz and
Elefteriadou and thev developed preliminary models'for each site desciibing the probability of
breakdown versus observed'flo* rate and-examined the implications that this probabilistic
aooroach to breakdown had on the current definition of-freeway capacity (Lorenz and

Elifteriadou,200l). In another study, they also employed gap acceptance theory to develop a

method for the estimation of capacity of Type B weaving areas (Lorenz and Elettenadou,
2001).

This paper addresses the necd for an enhanced freeway capacity definition that incorporates
the ofoSabilistic nature ofthe freeway breakdown process. It consists ol an extenslve analysls
of soeed and volume data collected at two freewiy bottleneck sites in Toronto, Canada..At
ii.tiiiG,-ite frei*ay breakdown process was eiamined in detail for over.40 congestio.n

events occurrins duri;e the course rif nearly 20 days. The paper develops preliminary models
for each site delcribing- the probability of breakdown versus observed Uow rate and examtnes

it i l111iiii,iii""i ttiiifiis prSuaUitistii approach to breakdown has on the current definition of
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freeway.capacity. A revised, pr*abilistic- freew-ay capacity definition is proposed for use in
future editions of the "Highway Capacity Manual."

The objective of this study is to develop a merge capacity model. usins qao acceotance and
several variables that have an influence on the iapaditv defined bv analvii,ial inttlmretation.
To achieve this objective, this study includes threi maior steps; d6finition of volurie ranses
based on Erlang parameter, derivation of ramp capacity equat'ions for each Erlans naramefer.
and development of a generalized merge capacity rirodel. These steps, the re'fl'ections of
proposed. model .on merge.capacity, and shoulder [ane and ramp lane ilow relationships are
described in detail in the followingsections.

2. PROPOSED MODELSTRUCTURE

The capacity of a merging area is based on the interaction between the sao acceDtance
behavior of entrance ramp drivers and the availability of saps on the freewav"shouldei lan..
Merge capacity.is a maximum service volume that dtitermines how much ent6ring ramp flow
can be accepted to the shoulder lane flow of freeway mainline. Variations ln merqe caDacltv
are caused by traffic disturbances due to lane chinging, acceleration and/or &cele'ratioir
behaviors. The proposed model procedure based up-on-determination of critical sao *d
definition of ramp capacity. The deiermination of critiial gap reflects the eeometric co"nditions.
The parameters defining ramp capacity are shoulder lanE volume. headilay distribution and
critical gap.

2.1. Determination of Headway Distribution

In^ general, time headway distribution and its shape varies for different volume states because
ot tle lncreastng headway interaction within traffic flow. For example, in low traffic flow
levels, there is very little headway interaction between vehicles, so thal the time headways are
somewhat random. As the traffic flow level increases, the headway interactions be[ween
vehicles also increase. When the traffic flow level approaches to maxiinum capicfi, ,itrlctii
are in car following state.

The Pearson type III distribution is a generalized mathematical model approach to define such
phenomenon, which actually is a family of distribution models consist bT simpler distribution
models. This model beconies a simplti Erlang distribution, when the shift p;"met.atAk;;
zero.value and shape parllmeter K tal<es on ai-y positive integer value. The'K value can iake
any lnteger value tiom 0 to co. IfK is selected io be I, the form ofthe resultine distribution is
a neg.ative. exponential (random) distribylion. A,s t!-e_K value- approachesio infinity, the
resultlng drstribution becomes a constant distribution [May, 1990]. ' '

Following the assumption that the Erlang distribution represents the time headwav. the
selectlon ot shape parameter K gains an ultimate importance. K is affected by road alienhents.
grad€, and other e-nvironmental factors; however, ihe most influential facior is the"volume'
level.- Therefore, _this study attempts to define the relationship between volume and K in
model that can calculate K based on the volume level.

2.2. Volume Range Based on Erlang Parameter

In this study, qe-an and deviation of time headways distribution of the shoulder lane flow is
used to detine Erlang p€uameter (K). This relationship can be shown as follows:

K=4
s' (l)

where,
K = Erlang parameter
m = mean of time headway distribution
52 = deviation of time headway distribution
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ln case of traffic flow that have the same headway mean but different headway deviations. K
takes different values: the greater the deviation, the smaller the K is. This siniply means that
the intenelation within traffic flow is getting weaker.

This study used field observation values to simpli$ the definition of K by adjusting it for
various range of volurnes. Data sets were collected at KwangJu and HoBub interchanges of
JunsBu exiiesswav in Korea and were orsanized bv a vide5 imase analvsis svstem. These
sitei are coinposed'of two lanes of mainline-and one Iane of ramp. Ihe shoirlder lanes in these
sites are used for observing time headway of individual vehicleS, and K for each observation
was calculated using equation (l). Taking the shoulder lane volume as an independent
variable. the regression analysis.was performed between shoulder lane volume and Erlang
parameter. The regression statistics andsignificance tests are shown in Figure I and Table l.
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Figure L Relationship between Erlang Parameter and Volume

Table l. Regression Statistics and Significance Test Results

Regresaion Multlple R R2 Adjusted R2 Std. Error N

oT992 4.70547959 0.7019734 0.20406276

-qNorA dr Signt. F

@
Residual 84

Total 85

831818447 8.3786844'l

3.49789508 0.04164161

1t.8765796

20t.209436 5.1883E-24

aStat P{due Lower 95%o Upper 95%o

Intercept -0.6747

X Variable 2.97611

0.06083

0.20981

-l 1.0918 3.93E-lE -0.79572 -0.553E7

r 4. r 8483 5.t9E-24 2.558883 3.393342

As a result of the statistical analysis, an R2 value of 0.71 and significant results from fitness
tests are obtained. Using the significant coefficient ofthe regression analysis, K becomes:

K =0.51eze8q (2)
where, q is the shoulder lane volume (veh/sec).

Based on relationship between K and shoulder lane volume as defined in equation.(2), yglume
ranses for each K cah be calculated. Equation (2) calculates K as a real number. Sinc0 K must
be in inteser in the Erlans distributioir. the cafculated K values are rounded to the nearest
integer, wn"ich results in a vtlume range for each integer K.

However, K cannot be greater than 3, because of the fact that the calculated flow values will
then exceed 2,300 pcph-pl, the maximum capacity of a freeway lane. It is also known that the
volume of sh6uldei llne is usually lower, b-ecau3e most vehiiles change lanes in advance to
avoid the conflict with the ramp fl6w. Therefore, K=|,2, and 3 represen[s all possible volumes
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of the shoulder lane. Table 2 shows the calculated volume ranges using equation (2) for K=I.1.
and 3.

Table 2. Volume Range in shoulder lane by Erlang Parameter (veh/hr)

2.3. Derivation of Ramp Capacity Equations

Consider a sinsle. inexhaustible oueue waitins to enter a shoulder lane of traffic stream where
T is the criticalgap for a ramp vehicle to entei the shoulder lane of freeway mainline and H is
another critical "gap which is'a gap for entry of additional vehicles that c6nsecutively follow
the first vehicle.

Erlang Parameter K:l K:2 K=3

Volume Range (vph) u < q < l,JUo I,JUo : q< l,9zq l,9lq = q< z,JJI

f (t) = qe-q'

P(h<t)=l-e'q'

Figure 2. General Diagram of Gap Acceptance Behavior

Based on the time headway and critical gap, the possibility of ramp vehicles to enter the
shoulder lane is as follows:
> If the passing time headway. t. is less than the critical gap, T, no ramp vehicle enters.
) If t is between T and T+H, only one vehicle enters.
> If t is between T+H and T+2H, two vehicles enter, etc.
Hence, the ramp volume entering the shoulder lane per unit time becomes:

n, = qili *t). p[T + iH < t <T + (i +r)H]
i=0

where,
q,= lhe maximum on-ramp flow (veh/sec)

4 = the shoulder lane volume (veh/sec)
I = Critical Gap (sec)
i/: Another critical gap for entry ofadditional vehicles (sec)
PIT+iH<t<T +(i+l)Hl =theprobabilityofthetimeheadway(r)takingavaluebetween

T+iH andT+(i+l)H

Considering that the negative exponential distribution for K=l represents the distribution of
headways in the shoulder lane. the probabiliw densitv function.' fO). and the cumulative
distribuiion function, P(h < t), ian bd expresseil as follows.

(4)

(s)

(3)
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Merging the equation (3), the probability density function and the cumulative distribution
hrnction, the ramp volume entering the shoulder lane per unit time for K=l becomes:

Q, = qfs-'tt -e-eI+ny]1*2qlg-t{r'nI - r-t{r+2H\|+...

= qg-,tt * qe-t!(t 
+n\ 

+ qe-eQ 
+2H\ *...

- qe-tl 1l + e-rH + e-'rn +...) (6)

For K=2, probability
P(h<t),ue:

= Te-qr'

| - e-qH

density function, "f(t) , and the cumulative distribution function,

f (t) = 4q'te-'o'

P(h<t)=l-e-2q'fl+2qt) Q)

In same manners, the ramp volume entering the shoulder lane per unit time for K:2 becomes:

,, = q1e-)qt 1l +2qT) - s''rtt.n' 1l +2q17 + H)ll+2q[e,tt"H) 1l +2q1T + Hyy

- r-'trt.1u) {l+Zq(T +2H)\ +3qfe-tu +tut 
rl+2q(T +2H)y -r-o{r'tHt 1l+zq(T +3ll)ll+...)

= q1e 2't t 
1l + 2qT) + s-2'tt 

r . 
" 

t 
1l + 2q1T + H)\ + q s-2ttr 

-z n \ I + zqlr + u1y + . . .1

=qLle-2r, +e-!q\t+ttt +e-2q(r+2H\ +...\+2qTle-2qr *a-2q(r+Hl *r-2t(1 +2H't *...y

+2qH{e )qt +e-lqtt+Ht 1r-:c{r+rH) *...11 (8)

= qe-2'rl 111* r-:tII * r-ttH + e-urH +...1+2qTl1+ e-2,H + e-t,' + e-uo' +...1

+2qHe-)'tH 1l!2t-2qn i3e-aqn +4e-u,n +...1)

-)ut, I 2qT 2QHe'a'tH ,
=qe -'' t,_n:,u * l;.* *tr_rr,,I

^,, 
lqt 

. 2qHs-t,tu .=frl,rtt+2qT).fu,t

Finalll', for K:3. probability density function, f (t), and the cumulative distribution function,
P(h<t),ue

- 2'7 o3 t1e-3q'1(r)= 
2

P(h<t)=t-e-3ctft*tq,t*4-l 
(9)

and if rhis cumulative distribution function merges .o*Uon (3) as the same process like
equations (6) and (8). the ramp flow entering the stroulder lane per unit time for K=3 becomes
as follows:

n, = ffift +3qr + t.5q2r2 .lu!#\y.AW] (r0)

Equations (4). (5). and (6) define the ramp capacities for different shoulder lane volume
ranses based on K values. For calculatincthe-ramp capacities, it should be defined that
anoiher critical san (H) for additional vehicles to merde into a provided gap. For convenience,
this studr suppdsed'rhis gap (H) was the same as th? critical-gap (T) foi the ideal and sale
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merse. Merse capacitv can be defined as the ramp capacity and the shoulder lane volume that
is ujed to cilculdte the ramp capacity are summed of easti. Next sections describe to develop
an integrated merge capacity mode'l using these ramp capacity equations above and alsb
discuss the effect of ramp flow on the merge capacity.

3. GENERALIZED MERGE CAPACITY MODEL

As explained in the previous section. the ramp capacity is expressed by three different
equations for different shoulder lane volume ranges. Using these equations for capacity
calculation is too complex to be convenient for practical applications. Therefore, a
generalized model, which'includes a definition for all volume range-s at an appropriate level of
[recision, is needed. To accomplish this objective, first step is to decide which variables
'should 

be used in the model that the model represents the merging phenomenon.

3.1. Relationship between Variables

According to equations formulated atove, the ramp volume directly relates to shoulder lane
volume a"na tns' means that one variable 

'can 
automatically be defihed if another variable is

decided. To understand the relationship between the components of merge capacity definition,
shoulder laire and ramp volumes are hnalyzed for different critical gap-valu-es. In agreement
with the ramp capaciti definition in section 2.3, for each critical gap value, the maximum
ramo volume'cant heli decreasins as the shoulder lane volume incrEases. For smaller critical
gap'values, the relatiohship looks-like almost linear. With increasing critical gap value, the
iefationship becomes more asymptotic and less sensitive to the high levels of shoulder lane
volume. For K=2, Figure 3 siirply shows such a tendency as mentioned above. For example,
in Fisure 3. the rimo"volume oTi0 vehicles can merse into the shoulder lane for an houi in
case ihe shoulder lahe volume is 1.900 veh./hr and ihe critical cap (T) is 7 seconds. This
simolv means that the orobabilitv for the ramn flow to enter the shoulder lane under these
coniliiions is very low'and then"it is very difficult for the ramp vehicles to merge in this
circumstance. Ac'cording to Table 2, just'in case the shoulder fane volume per ai-r hour is
between I 306 and I g24iFigure 3 has'a meaning.

l 800

200 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

Shoulder Lane Volume (pcphpl)

.. 1600
A
€. raooq

$ rzoo

= 1000
6
a
I ooo
d
, 400
d

Figure 3. The Ramp Capacity under Shoulder Lane Volume (K=2)

According to equations (4), (5). and (6), the merge capacity also varies under ramp volume;
the higher the ramp volume, the lower the merge capacity is. Furthermore, when the critical
gap vilue increaseS, the decrease in merge capa6ity b'econies very fast. Figrire 4 illustrates the
ielationship between merge capacity and"ramp volume for K = 2."
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Figure 4. Relationships between Ramp Volume and Merge Capacity (K:2)

For examole. in Fieure 4. merge capacity shows a rapid decrease in response to a very small
chanse in ramo vo-lume for T = 7. However, merg-e capacity decrease for T = 2 is more
srad;al comoaied with T = 7. Overall. the merge of ramp vehicles to the shoulder lane flow
Eauies lane ind speed chanses in shoulder lanE to avoid the conflict with ramp flow. Such
reactions cause turbulence -and disturbance in mainline stream. Considering the effect of
merging vehicles on the mainline.stream, the size oJt\eJafnp volume and.the critical gap

valui aia merge area are the most influential factors for defining merge capacity.

3.2. Development of Generalized Merge Capacity Model

Based on the relationships described in the previous section, the critical gap and the ramp
volume must be selected'as the model variables for merge capacity. It is known that, in real

triiiic conditions, it is easier to obrain the shoulder laneloluhe nleasurements compared to
the ramo volume and the previous section showed that there is a relationship between
sfiouldei lane and ramp voluines. For this reason. in this study_the shoulder lane volume was

uiia ir an individual'variable instead of the ramp volume. 
-Taking 

the critical gap (which
reDresents seometric conditions at a merge area) and the shoulder lane volume as independent
vdriables, a-regression analysis has perfoimed for each critical gap from T= 2 through 7.

Accordins to the results ofthe reqression analysis, linear and exponential functiops presented

the best fit to the merqins equitions derived in the previous section: high R' values are

calculated for each of th-eml 0.91 for the linear function-and 0.89 for the exponential function.
Fisure 5 shows the results of the regression analysis for two extreme critical gap values 2 an!
7.To verifv the resression curves. ihis study tried to collect the traffic data in the field, but it
*r.-noi o6siible io collect the various traffrc conditions in short period. The data for the

o"ifor*aiii oittriJ.u*e must be composed of the various data set that have the high volume
'oi itiortaer lane and low ramp volume at each site and vice versa. However, it is not easy to

observe such these data in thd real field. That is because the ramp volume tends to be a high
a;111*a 

"iuied 
by same destination if the shoulder lane volume indicates the high range.

When the shaoe of the functions are compared with results calculated by using three merging
eouations. lin6ar function shows a better fit at low volume levels for T = 2, and a better tit'at
tinti votume levels for T = 7.In real traffic conditions, it is more likely to observe high
vo'lume levels if averase headwav value is low and low volume levels if average.headway
,aluj G hish. Therefori, the linear model is selected for the generalized merge-capacity model.
The propefties ofstatistical analysis forthe linear function are shown tn lable 3.
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Figure 5. Regression Lines for T = 2 andT

Table 3. Regression Statistics and Significance Test Results for Linear Function

Repression Mrrltinle R R2 Adirrsterl R^ Std F.rrnr N
0.95r 36856 0 9051 021 4 0.90437495 I 65.762307 264

ANOVA dr SS MS p S;nnr p
Regression 2 68399547.634199773.81244.662693.4038E_134
Residual 261 Zt7tSB4.t6 2T 477 .1424
Total 263 TFFzt 081.8

t-t""t C."ffi.i"nf = Std. F..nr t Strt p-Vol,," T ,,ru". g5o ilon", gSt
Intercept 1757.058 33.963
X Variable 1 0.62i5588 0.016

51.735 3.26E- 1690.183 1823.93
38.683 4.428- 0.5899 0.65

o-o

.=
o6
o.6
Q
o
s0o

Using .the. values from. the statistical results of regression analysis and the t-test, thegeneralized merge capacity model is as follows:

C y = 0.621559V, - 188.2387 + t7 57.058
where,
C ,, : Merge Capacity (pc/h'lln)
(, =_Sfgul{er Lane Volume (pc/hr/ln)
7' : Critical Gap (sec)

(7)
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The seneralized model shows that the merge capacity value is getting greater when the critical
il; ?eciiles and the shoulder lane volume incieases. Similarly,-when the critical gap

Inireases and the shoulder lane volume decreases, the merge capacity value decreases. lt
-"-*t-ttrat the merqe capacity can vary according to the sizes of theshorilder lane volume and

iii. .:.itiia siD. BEins'aiffei'ent froni the resufts of existing studies, this result shows the

-irii: iipiii-ti iJ ,ot"a fixed value but varied values. Figure 6 illustrates the relationship
betrVeen rirerg6 capacity and other two variables.

Merge Capacity

(pcph)

Critical

Gap

(sec)

Figure 6. Relationships between three variables

4. CONCLUSIONS

Over the years. several studies have attempted to explain and analyzt the characteristics and

;11gn#ffi;? ;.r;;.ipu"irv, however'relatively few analytiial. techniques hav.e bgen

ilevetoped to evaluite th6 traffrc flow at merge areas, especlally the merge.capaclty.^ror
instancie, in US HCM, the merge capaciry was considered as a tlxed value under same lree-

ii;;;;.d;a *,. nurn6.i-oi-tanii*it6out considering the influence of the ramp flow. In
aaAitioln. Drew et al. presented a new approach to determine the merge capaclb'" uslllg gap

acceDtance behavior of the drivers and employed thts approach to-deslgn and contrg,l ramp

meteiins systems. However, this methodology consi4ered only an brlang parameter (K'= l r. to

cover lou'volume ranqe and did not describe the effect the.ramp llow o-n the merge c.?paclry'

iicentlv. the need Ior enhancing capacity definition in a way that lt embodles tne

iil,i:itiiittii'-nu'tiliI if ttr.'tii*7v-dreat<ito*n proc.e-ss was. pioposed. bv Lorenz and

Elefteriadou and they proposed that the capacity could vary ln some degree oue to me

probabilistic nature.

To find out the variation of capacity, this rese-arch tried a mathematical SPproach like.gap

;;.iffid-p6!esJ Aui to thd diffibulties of data collection that could reuect vanous

comblnatlons or ramp *a-ino,iia.. ianJ no*r, and also decided the -variables 
to effect on the

;;;;;-;;;;iiv. rn'us.'ttris-iirav pi.tinted a ne* approach for the.merge capacity

tfiarZcteriitics,' representing the prtibabilistic . nature ol tl]e . mergmg -ph.nol:191 Tl
;;.ri6;ii-th;'.fi.'.ir to'o Variaftei like the critical gap and the ramp Uow on the merge

capacity.

First of all, the volume ranges-were dqfrle.d for each Erlagg Pu'1let"-l Tg9"f.S:^Yn
iipicity equations vrere derived for each Erlang parameter. Ustng the developeq equatlons' lI
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was possible to define the merge capacity. However, because these equations were used
separhtely for practical applications, lt w'as necessary to make a geneialized model that
represents all possible volume ranges. For the generalized model, the critical gap and the
shoulder lane volume are selected as the model variables, based on the relationship between
the shoulder lane volume. the ramp volume. and the critical sap value. As a result.ihe merse
capacity model tumed out to be veiy sensitive to the ramp flo-w (which represents the differe-nt
traffic conditions) and the critical gap (which represents the geometric conditions of the ramp
area). This model produces several variable volumes according to the changes oftraffic anil
georietric conditioirs, which is calculated based on a shoulder v-olume and a iritical gap.

The generalized model showed that the merge capacity value was getting greater when the
critic-al gap decreases and the shoulder lane-vohime increases. Foi this-re-ason, the merge
capacitylan vary accordinq to the sizes of the shoulder lane volume and the critical sao. As-a
reiult, ihe merge capaciti is not a fixed value but varied values. Therefore, it "ndeds to
introduce the new definition of merse capacity and to consider the variables like the ramo
volume and critical gap to effect ofi the'merle capacity in terms of traffic operation anil
highway design stagel Furthermore, this result ian applv tb improve the quality of traffic flow
rellecting the*practical merge capacity and to decide the priniary param'eters'of the on-ramp
control aTgorithm.

It should be noted that, as a reflection ofgap acceptance theory, the proposed model describes
the merging phenomenon for a specif-rc'eeometric confisliation that comooses of one
shouldeilaie'and one ramp lane.'Like thE HCM methodolosy. the effects'of the traffic
conditions induced by othei lanes are not taken into account]'When a freeway mainline
segment has more than one lane, the traffic flow of this segment has more i:hances of
mineuvering to avoid the conflict with the merging ramp flow. It future studies, the effects of
the differeninumber of freeway lanes on the raftpTlow itnd merge capacity should be studied.
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